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A copy of "Geological Report, Clear Hills District".
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Map A * Topography.
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Map B.
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This page was inserted by the Coal and Minerals Development Branch, to provide a
reference that the enclosure’s 1 through 4 mentioned in the assessment report could
not be found and therefore not included in the digital copy.
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G ENE RA L

This reort includes what is currently known of

the Peace River Iron Deposit Included is a copy of the
"Preliminary Report on Peace River Iron Ore s', a copy of
A surface Geologic Report, metallurgical reports, a to-po

r.

graphic mae., recommendations for land acquisition together
with all comments or other pertinent information. This

summary report should be read after reading coples of the
.

other two reports enclosed inasmuch as this report Include s
data and information subsequent to the other reports.

With the data in this report Premier Steel Mills
Limited carl devise a program that will logically follow

from wee the former Permit Flolders in the area terminated
their investigations.
Whether the deposit is econom i c depends upon
whether an economical method can be developed to treat
the iron
.

METALLURGICAL

A,

Dej~ -a

rtment of Mines and Technicr-)l

es. Ot ta wa.

A 46 lb. sample of the deposit was obtained by
splitting the cores obtained from the core drilling
program and submitted to the Department of Mines in
Ottawa. Copies of their reports are below. While discouraging, their tests, being limited by the smallness
of the sample., were inconclusive and only served to
eliminte orthodox approaches,

DEPARTMENT
OF
MINES AND TECHNICAL SUI.vEYs

.

Division of
Mineral Dressing
and
Process Metallurgy

552 Booth Street
Ottwa., Ontario
June 24, 1954

Mr, D. B. McDougall
Celary, Alberta
ntrirn
Re: Your sample of Iron Ore Drill Cores from
Peace River o
.

.

Dear Mr. McDougall:
Xlneragraph,ig Examination of the Ore:

.

Examination of hand specimens showed them tobè
aggregates of numerous small hroirn glooul
or oolites,
which average almost 0.5 mm. (-28435 mesh) in diameter
and are rather loosely consolidated in e ground mass of
quartz and a dark brown to black mineral. Scattered
throughout this material are
few small patches of soft,,
earthy, dull grey siderite. X-ray diffraction patterns
of the other constituents identify both the oolites and
the darker matrix to be goethite

S

Examination of Polished.

ctins:

The globules or oolites of goethtte are characteristic in appearance. While most show a. concentric
banded structure, some are composed of more or less homogeneous material. Many display no nuclei but others do
have since cores. The_X-raooer
tern of
clean oolites
exhibits
extra
qsrtz
lines
Although some
r1o'b
cores
dio
.0 or
1i
quiteangula r in
shape.
-

A photomicrograph will be included in the final
re port.
Acid, Digested Ore:
A sample of ore G-10+14 .mesh) was leached in hot
hydrochloric aid end the residue remaining after this
treatment was examined mlcroscopicall y
2

/

.

The residue contained soft, porous, grey sinter
like particles as the most abundant constituent. An
rjowdor pattern of some ot1Qpa1

JLi
rt.L. Quartz is pre st
ai
as irregular, clear, vitreous particles, dense grey to
white grains, fine powdery masses and tiny dull light
coloured globules. The latter are thought to be the cores
from oolites,

AnajXsis of the HL Samy

.

S

Total iron (Fe)
Acid soluble iron (Fe)
Iron as Fe20
Silica (SiO2.
Insoluble
Aluminium Oxide (A1203)
Magnesium Oxide (MgO)
rC.alciun Oxide (GaO)
Phosphorus (P)
Suphur (5)
Manganese (Mn)
Molybdenite (MoS)
Carbon dioxide (O2)
Loss on Ignition

34.26 per cent
H.
3L',Q3 .11
It,
$4
(calculated)
48.62
Is
It
23.88
'II
25,80 '4
$1
I'
5.94
'I
.1$
1.17
"I
54
1,75
H
0,62
Trace
II
0 0 1.0' H
None detected
5,22 per cent
SI
12.00 'II

portior of the head sample was used for a quail-.
tative snetrographic analysis.
The elements present in the order of decreasing
abundance were reported. as follows:

.

Major .Constituent, Fe,
1
2, Minor
'I '
Strong trace, P, N.
3.
L,
Trace, Mn, Mg,,'Pb,'Al, V, Ni, Zn, P.s,
5, Faint trace, 5, Cr, Ca, Cu, Ag, Ti, Co, Sn, Mo.
The investigative tests Include magnetic roasting
followed by magnetic separation, and gravity concentration
of raw ore on the Wilfley table, The ore was crushed to
various sizes for both mgnetIc and gravity tests,
Test #I-- Mapmetic Concentration!
Analysis of Magnetic Concentrate 55 0 0 per cent
Fe
II
10,3
Insoluble
5102
'4
2.1k '
CaO
'4
'4
Recovery of iron,16,76
Ratio of Concentration, 8.58:1

S
-.3

Analysis of Non-magnetic Tailing
Fe
36,05 per cent
It
Insoluble
32,0
'
U
Iron in Tailing s
83,24
Calculated analysis of the feed, Fe 38,26 per cent,
Insoluble, 29,47 per cénto
Test #2 -Magnetic Concentration:
Magnetic Concentrate*Ye
- 50,2 per cent
Insoluble 15 6 6
H
13.0
5 102
Recovery of iron,
502
Htio of concentration, 2.58'l
Nofl.-tngnetic Tailing Fe
31.46 per cent
Insoluble
38017
49,8
Iron in tailing
Calculated analysis of the feed, Fe 38.71 per cent,
Insoluble 29.43 per cent.
Gravity concentration made with sized feed of fractions
from minus 48 to minus 200 mesh indicted some 5eretion of
iron from gangue at the size 100+15Q mesh.
The analysis of the table products was reported as
follows:
.

Analysis., per cent
Product
Fe

b102

Insol,

Feed (calculated)
Cone -48.65 mesh
' -654100 H
If
...100150 If
" -150,200 u
200

32.46
33.55
36.05
41.70
40.20
40.0.

2493
2407
18.7
7,47
8.90
809

29,14
29.5
22.9
9,90
11.9
11,5

Middling *20 "
Tailing 4200

3105

305 2

28.8
2228

32,6
2787

Middling -200
Tailing -200

34,8
32.8

19,3
22632

22.6
26.17

:

(

The results of ragnetizing roasting and magnetic
separation, so far obtained, Pre not very satisfactory as
to grade and recovery of 1ron 1
However, these results indicate that
magnetizing
roast, followed by magnetio seperrtion offer the best method
of concentrating the ore.
The results of magnetic concentration of several
tests show that the amount of magnetic material formed
during the rasting period varies considerably.
The reducing agent used in hese tests was charcoal,
around to minus 20 mesh, and mixed with the ore. The amount
of charcoal was varied from 2 to 3 per cent of the weight of
the feed.
It is propeed to use city gas as a reducing agent
which should indicate the results to be expected if natural
gas. available near your deposit, could he used.
As nearly all of the ore has been used up in the
tests, it will be necessary for you to ship us about 100
pounds of ore as soon as possible to enable us to complete
the investigation.
The results of tests underway will be forwarded to
you as interim reports and the final report will be Issued
When the investigation has been completed.
Yours very truly,

W I So Jenkins
for RJ.Trai1l
Chief i 'Division.

.

-

DEPARTMENT
OF
MINES AND TECHNICAL EURVEYS
Division of
Mineral Dressing
and
Process Metallurgy

552 Booth Street
Ottawa Ontario
August 6,, 19514

Mr. D. B. Nci)ougall
Calgary, Alberta

Dear Mrs' MDougaU:
In or letter dated June 24th, the results of
several tests were given and'additional tests have been
completed in which chercoal and city gas as reducing agents
have been used.
The amount of charcoal used was varied from 2 to
4 -6er cent. The increased amounts of charcoal above 2 per
cent did not result in any appreciable increase in recovery
of Iron.
Two flotation tests were made
Reducing. with, Gas,,
Tests ol2,
.

Samples of ore crushed top ass 20, 48 and 65mesh
were placed in s retort which wrPas heated to 1100 0F. City
gas passed through the retort end the excess wee ouned Pt
the outlet 0
.

The reduced ore was magnetically concentrated.
The 20 mesh roasted 9re. was ground in a bail mill
prior to magnetic concentration 0

Magnet i c Conce nt

Product
eeci
ag.Conc.
iling.

.

lWeight,
Per
100 ,0
11,5

Analysis,
Per Cent
'4O3$
58,50
38.03j_

88,5,
Loss in wi
- 6

93
.59
6

tion

JDistribut,ori,tHtio or
Per QJ Concen
j
100.0 100.0
48
16.6

3,4 _95.2

t by roasting 27.

8.7:1

Product

.

0Conc 0

nus 4 Mesh
rht,
perDer
ent
Fe
00 0 041.17
32,5
52,10

Sis,

I

LJ1S

EttiO

i9.02E4i:diI

Loss in weight by roasting
ie ec&
Mag, Cone,

nus 65 Mesh
00.0
15, 6

C

ro

15 8 b0

or

Cone en-

L1

re
33.23
5,6

3,1:1

3,7r

___
1

iL) .J1L)

29.8

703
92.7,
Loss in weight . by ro6st5.nr

6.4:1

A microscopic examination of concentrate showed that
the individual particles i ,,rere all quite black lighter
coloured particles appeared to be obscured by black coloured

fines (dust). Gangue particles were hot easily distinguished
A portion of the concentrates were acid leached and
the iesidues were white with occasional small black grains.

.

.

Mush gangue was seen as fine white particles and
also as grains of clear glassy quartz, Th"o Al
dnaeohave any inclusions of iron, The quartz
may have been hroht into the concentrate by being trapped
among magnetic particles or else the fine layer of mgnetic
oxide adhered to the surface causing the particle to report
in the concentrate. Acid leaching would remove the iron
from the surface of the partIcle.
The fineness of most of the gsnue makes its
searation from the iron minerals very diffIcult..
Examination of the reground roasted ore indicated
that pert of the iron present appeared unreduced, which
indicated that the interior of the particle may not be
magnetic.
tin in a
A sample of minus 20 mesh ore was 'roasted at 600 0F
The roasted ore became red, the colour of
hematite, This material was pieced in the retort for a
reducing roast at 1100 0F, After grinding the reduced ore,
it was thagnetioally concentràtEd 0
in an open dish.

S

- 7 .-

4

of
a Anlysis,, J Distributiond Ratio
Concen-

Weight,
per

Product
Feed*
Mag, Conc,
Tailing
Ca1culated

0.0 41.17 33,20 100.0 100,0
Q4
18,32
39,2
16,8
53,0
36.o
99 Z1
6o.
8
9
Loss in weight by roasting 28,

U

Test No, 5

(I
(2

1 ,

8

3,3:1

Grinding Ore in a ball mill,
Roasting in eir,

A sample of the ore was ground in a bell mill to

85 per cent minus 200 mesh, filtered and dried..

.

The ground ore was roasted. in air in an open dish
at 600 0F.* followed by a reducing roast with city gas. The
roasted ore was msgneticslly concentrsted..
A s ample of the non-magnetic tailing was given a
second reducing roast to find out if more mgnetic iron
could be obtained from it,.
Jna1ysZs8Dlstributlonoi Fattö
cent Concenin

Product

.
Mag. Cone.

a

in

test

orig.
feed
100.0 -26,8
--

ori,
Fe,Insol.•
feed
40,05 -100.0 -32,9
49,20 18,9

--

-

Loss

.

In

tration

Test

3,7:1

in weight by roastin.32r'

P1e-r
L?0 LI

36,0
3,2
100,0 67,1
3,6
52,0
:
16,0
7,0
4.7
1
9.6
35,2
930 62.4
Loss in weight by roasting, 3.

Ma g. Cone.

4,8

Combined

8
--J30.4

I
I
*08 1cu1 ted

Cone

1

1

420

20,6:1

1
18 .jj_

Test No. 6 - Magnetic Concentration of Reground Magnetic
Concentrate •

0

(1) Roasting in air of minusinch ore,
Loss in weight by roasting, 15.3
(2) Grinding to minus 65 mesh,
(3) Reducing roast with charcoal (4%),

(4)
(5)

Product
re ea
Cone,

Magnetic concentration at minus 65 mesh
Magnetic concentration of samples of magnetic
concentrate (from 4) ground to minus 100, 150
and 200 mesh,

Results Of Magnetic Concentration of Roasted Product at
minu5 me h
Weight,
Analysis,
r1bution, ,jr
jag dent
Ratio of
per cent
iDer cent
inte et
In orig.
d Cone en—
In
In orig
tratoñ
test
feed
Fe
Insol..
Fe
Insol.
Fe
100,0 -38,73
ff7
100,0 100,0
-24.9
49,40 15.1
31,7
-4,0:1
132
30
Loss in weight by roasting 70
Ma:retic Concentration of Concentrate _at Minus 1C
100,0
100 • 0 5Tra
15.
31
76,
18,9
51,90 12,051 81,2
58.9 75.7

ea
Cone.

000
7,

Cone.

24,9
14.2

JJ,%.J

555I

9.0

1

63,81 34.11 20,2

ic Concentr - tion of Coricentrte ,-it Mir
24,9
49,54 14,91 100.0 100.0 31.
11,9
56.25
8,15
54,5
26.2 17.
12.9
21,1
4
7 8
ale lated

'e i9am
Cone.

•

3.
4.5

8. 1 Z

T

i75.:i
-

0 Mesh
3,2
3,5

00.0
48..

.

1.3:1

The tests shown above indicate the recoveries and
grades of concentrates to be expected from ore represented
by the shipment, by the method of a reducing roast followed
by magnetic .eoncentration
V

•

The tests included air roasting follow:ed by magnetic
or reducng roasts with both charcoal and gis used aa
reducing agents on ore samples crushed to varying sizes.

Two flotation tests did not show satisfactory results,
but if a larger supply Of , ore becomes available more flotation
tests will be tried,
The gangue minerals are extremely fine and will prove
difficult to separate from the iron minerals by magnetic
concentration. hare tests will have to be made to determine
the maximum amount of magnetic iron that can be obtained and
the highest grade of concentrate that cn be expected by this
process,
V

—9-

V

•

The supply of ore, 4 6 lb., has been all used up in
the test work to date.
Yours very truly,
W. Si Jenkins,
for R. J. Traili
Chief of Division.

B.—Other AP- encies With Processes for Similar Deposits
(1) Correspondence was carried on with a Mr.
Anderson who claimed he had a process for treating low

.

grade ores. This consisted briefly of grinding to 35
mesh, reducing with Natural gas, then passing over a
megnetic,searator. He claime success with this process
in Japan using beach sands which only contained 20 - 25%
iron. He submitted a Pictorial Flowsheet and photographs
of his equipment which were subsequently returned. It is

.
.

suggested Premier Steel Ii1ls contact Mr. Anderson and
study his method, His addres8ls

HG.SAnderson & Sons
1321 Boston Avenue
Muskogee, Okiahoma U.S.A.
(ii) Sweden has been experimenting with an iron
extraction process using nstural gas 0

No further informa-

tion is currently available 0
(iii)

The Kaiser orgenization has acquired an

European steel making process, The Brassert Oxygen Process " .
This method is apparently used successfully in treating

low-grade ore in Europe. A plant using this process is
supposed to be constructed somewhere in Ontario.
(iv)

Dr. William Armstrong of the University of

British Columbia has suggested the "Krupp-Renn't process
- 10 -.

which is successful in treating ores not too dissimilar
to the one in the Peace River District.
TG. OG•RAPKY —General
The topographic work on former Permits No. 2 nd
No. 4 was done by 131srichett, Trorey & Assocites and
their letters explaining methods'and degree of accuracy
are copied beiow. The rernaind.er of the work including
Permit No. 1 was done under the supervision of Seismic
Ventures Limited using a simple stereoscope. As. good
elevation data was available from geophysical work carried
out by Phillips Petroleum, the accuracy of this is well
within 50 feet. The location of the old Permits may be
seen on the surface. geologic map
.

.

OOIPILATION OF TOPOGRAPHIC MMO
_OF tATS OF ?I14NIT5 4 and
One hundred foot vertical interval, topographic compilation
has been made over a gross area of some 88,000 acres as
shown on the Bianchet, Trorey & Associstes Ltd. map dated
1 November 195I4
The area is covered
by Dominion Government photography at
nominal s.ale of 333 feet to one inch,
Larger scale Alberta Government photography of 194950
covers a pat of the area. Being of la tsr date, this
photography shows certain seismic roads, survey data of
which are available,
These roads were transferred, by detail, from the newer
photography to the Federal 3333 serving to control the
compilation.

S

The work was started at the south of the srea, line 5700
set up In the Multiplex projector at 1500 feet to one
inch, scaled at several points to base line detail, and
levelled to the seismic data. The 100 foot vertici interval topographic compilation was then taken off.
—11-

Work was carried North to the North edge of line 5703, in
a similar manner 1
I
It was of course necessary to carry the bridges well beyond
the limits actually mapped + particularly in the North.
The 1500 foot to one inch Multiplex manuscript was then
photographically reduced to one inch and betraced.
At the North limit of the mapping, because of distance
from reliable control, topography shown should be considered to be of the nature of form lines with, however,
accurate delineation of shape.
In the Central and Southern parts of the area, the
graphy is of good reconnaissance standard,

topo-

Lyle G. Trarey, PeEng.
Consulting Engineer
2$ November 1954

.

RECONNAISSANCE
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING
PERMIT NO 2.

•

The work was carried out on the Multiplex projector, from
Alberta Government six inch photography of nominal contact
scale of 3333 ft/in.

In the North central part of the subject area, where the
topography is shown by broken lines, the flight is at a
• distance from suitable vertical control, As well, film
distortion is present in such msgnitude as to result in
pass point discrepancies approaching a contour interval.
For these reasons this partof the work is of low order.,
The remainder of the area in which the form lines are
shown broken is probably reliable to plus or minus one
hundred feet, but the film distortion mentioned above
prevents lateral tie, Accordingly, there are riot data
definitely to state that' the reliability is one hundred
feet here,

The Southern portion Is controlled from elevations to the
Est of the uerrint area the flight altimetric dta, the
drainage pattern, and that part of the 2500 contour (as
shown on the eight mile) which appeared to be reliable.
It is of good reconnaissance standard, estimated mean
contour reliability plus or minus fifty to seventy-five
feet.
.

- 12

The Northern portion is well controlled, and of standard
half interval accuracy..
Throughout, shape is accurate, and mean relative accuracy
of the interval may be expected to be of the order of
plus or minus twenty feet - except in the area of film
distortion,.
Ca lgary,A Iber ta
7 January 1955

Lyle G. Trorey,,

? 0

Eng,

MAP DISCUS S ION

This map is self explanatory and shows the topographic
.

work that has been done to date. While control is not
0

completely satisfactory, it is sufficient for present purposes.
A more detailed and more extensive topographic map would be
necessary only if a stisfactory metallurgical process is
worked out,
.

Mao B
This map has all pertinent information including

S

location of wells where the iron deposit has been encountered, its thickness where known from core drilling, contour
elevations on the

toiD

of the iron bed, a 15 foot isorach

line of the iron formation, and toiogre-Dhy.

The area shaded in red outlines the approximate
area of maximum interest (that is, where the deposit may
be present 15 and more feet thick and under a maximum of
200 feet of overburden),
This area as may be seen is determined by limiting
the area westward by the 15 foot isopach line, to the north

S
- 1

and east by the elevations of the land surface compared to
the expected elevation of the top of the iron formation and
eliminating the areas whose elevations are 200 feet above
the expected elevtion of the iron deposit.
It should be pointed out thet this shaded area is
a very rough appraxims tion, There is a scarcity of detail

information and what information there is has been freely
extrapoleted. Another unknown factor is the amount of
glacial, erosion and deposition in any locale.
•

Furthermore, the deposit probably extends much
further south and north than shown by the work done to date
but such extensions would have to be outlined by additional
core drilling.

.

16

The bed of oolitic iron undoubtedly extends

over a much greater srea than has been so far outlined
Mr. K. B. B. Crockford,, geologist with J. S. Sproule and
Associates, 901

8th Avenue West, Calgary, has reported

an occurrence to me. He used this beçi as a marker while

doing surface mapping along the banks of the Peace River,
He reports it varied, in thickness from 2 to 8 feet, was
a continuous horizon and was present on outcrop from
Section 22, Township 81, Range 6, to Section 15, Township 80,
&nge 4, West of the 6th Meridian. It occurred

Pt

an

elevation, of about 1700 feet ebove sea level. TM.s
reported occurrence je 60 miles from the area of core
.

,

14 .

drilling. That this is the same continuous horizon as the

Peace River iron Deposit

is not proven.

2 Correspondence with Mr. G Walker, Traffic
Assistant, Northern Alberta iaiiways Company, Edmonton,

disclosed the only published rate now in effect on Crude
Iron Ore from Hines Creek, Alberta to Edmonton is the 10th
class rate of 65 ~, per 100 pounds subject to minimum carload
weight of 50,000 lbs 0 per car in accordance with Canadian
.

Freight Classification No. 19

A much more satisfactory rate could no doubt be
negotiated depending on volume tonn a ge, etc.
REC OM4ENDATIONS

1 6 An iron prospecting permit should be taken
out covering the red—shaded area on Map B which outlines
the area of current maximum interest. Protective acreage

might be taken out around this area and further north and
south where .a further extrapolation of data end the ground
elevationsare favorable to anticipate the presence of the

iron formation0
2 The major investigation to be carried out is
one of developing a satisfactory process for trestlng this
deposit. For this reason a large bulk sample should be
obtained from the outcrop area in Section 1,Township 91,
iange 5, West of the 6th Meridian, All possible help

should be asked for from the various government agencies
and all process used for treating similar ores (especially

S
15

in Europe) should be closely investigated,
3 6 A surface geological party should closely
investigate the possibility of other outcrops occurring
in the area; in particular along the east flank of the,
hills in Township 90, Rne 4, and further south where an
extrapolation of data and the ground elevations indicates
the iron formation may be present,
4. If an economical metallurgical process Is
developed, a detailed core drill program and topographic
mapping program will be required to outline the area of
minimum overburden and maximum thickness of. iron.
S2I0I9N
an economical process for treating the Peace
River Iron Peposit can be developed, other factors are
favorable for the development of a pofitable iron mine
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